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SECTION ONE

BEFORE IMPLEMENTATION

The primary purpose of this book is to encourage develop-
ment of arts and aging programs throughout the State of
Florida. While developing the REVITALIZE! program for the
Fine Arts Council of Florida, one factor became apparent:
the state had made no major strides to date in the field of
arts and aging. One reason for this was that aging agencies felt
uncomfortable with the arts world, and arts agencies felt tm-
comfortable with the aging field. The result was ineffective
arts and aging programming. So, a bridge had to bk.huilt. This
book represents that bridge. It is not a course
Rather it tells of the trials and errors faced by a team of
artists who developed and implemented an arts and aging pro-
gram to be util ized by any interested agency. What is pre-
sented here is a program that incorporates the concepts be-
hind existing programs, as well as the advice of gerontologists
and experts on aging, to develop a new approach to ants pro-
gramming with the aging.

WHY DEVELOP ARTS AND AGING PROGRAMS?

Throughout research for this program, I encountered no
one in either the arts or aging field who was negative toward
the idea of interfacing the two. This led me to be skeptical. I
started asking myself questions. Do elderly people need more
programs to occupy their time? Is it the responsibility of arts
agencies to provide programs for them? If the elderly are
iruly interested in the arts, why his nothing been done about
it up to now? Furthermore, why provide this type of pro-
gramming when perhaps more essential programming is neces-
sary?

To answer these questions, we must turn to the import-



ance of the arts. The arts are an expression of feeling.Beyond
the necessities of health care, housing, and nutrition, many_
senior ntizens share an equal desire for what is a higher
quality of life. Not only do the arts provide a higher quality
of life, they give young and old alike the opportunity to feel
good about themselves. This is important. The arts nurture a
feeling of self-respect. A person can be in the best of health
and have the security of a good home and well-balanced
meals, but if he cannot experience self-respect or the sense of
achievement, then he is empty. The arts encourage independ-
ence. When retirement arrives, what does an individual do?
He may find that- employee retirement checks fail to cover
expenses and the growing problems of inflation. 9erontolo-
gists point out that dependence on others (Le, relatives,
neighbors, etc.) is a major difficulty with which elderly
people must cope. Throughout their lives they were inde-
pendent. Now; perhaps due to poor vision or limited mobility,
they must relinquish that independence. Effective arts pro-
gramming becomes a means for recapturing some of that self-
reliance and self-respect of the past.

Believe it or not, there are people in their sixties who
have never picked up a paint brush (at least,,.not in terms of
applying it to a canvas). It might not be because they never
had the opportunity. They perhaps always thought that art
was for other people, people who attended college or people
who were wealthY. So, perhaps if the opportunity were pre-
sented to them again (or for the first time), the interest
would be there.

Finally, are there more useful, more essential programs
to which funds could be directed? I contend that if a pro-
gram Can instill eelf=reliance and self-respect in a person who
feels the burden of sottietY and can provide that person with
the opportunity to draw, write poetry, or perform for the
first, second, or third time, then funding for that program has
been well spent. Is it not important for a person to believe in
himself again? This is what an arts and aging program can do.
And this is what REVITALIZE! did.



DESIGNING TEE PROGRAM
OR

TO BRING IT ALL TOGETHER WITHOUT
LOSING YOUR SANITY OR

GETTEVG LO-ST 1N--THZMAZE

This section discusses the steps that occurred before the
artists began work. The rationak. behind theiFrogram, the re-
search procedures involved in its structure, the evolution of
ideas, the selection of Neighborly Center, Inc. as the partner
agency, the designation of sites for the program, the choice
of artists, and the -intent and structure of the program, will

all be examined.

In order to answer these questions, I need to go back to
May of 1978 when the Pinellas County Arts Council was re-
viewing its programming. Examining the demographics of the
:ounty, we learned that the population of Pinellas is
estimated at 750,000. Of that population, more than40 per-
cent figured in the age group of 60 years or older. A -quick

course in mathematics indicated that nearly 262,000 people
are of retirement age. The Arts Council had only two artists
working with this sector; a poet and a visual artist conducted
six-week class sessions at retirement homes. It did not take a
feasibility study to realize that we were net adequately serv-

ing the elderly.
At this point, a concerned effort to provide more pro-

gi-Imming in this field began. The first step was to contact
the Area Agency on Aging or, in the case of Pinellas County,
the Tampa Bay Regional PlanningCounCil.

(The Area Agency on Aging is the agency responsible for
the proper spending of Older Americans Act monies in a
designated geographic area. In Pinellas County, that area in-

cludes both Pinellas. and Pasco counties. The Administration
on Aging is budgeted by the Federal government to allocate
Money from the Older Americans Act. That money is filtered
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down to a state agercy which, in Florida, is the Departmentof Health and Rehabilitative Services. The state agency has
district offices that work with local Area Agencies on Agingto develop specific plans for spending the money. These places
are develop, u through public meetings and mandatory ser-vices provided under the Act, such as proper. nutrition. The
Area Agency oversees and monitors the expenditure and re=sultant programming monies allocated from the Adminis=
tration on Aging and the Older Americans Act.)

The Area Agency on Aging was asked what programswere currently being administered in the area of arts and
aging. They made mention of only one effective program,and that was the one the Arts Council was conducting. Then
they were asked how much money was available for initiating
more programs. The response was negative. The Area Agency
was interested enough in providing similar programs, but the
State Agency did not view it as top priority. Even though re-quests for this type of programming were top priority withthe people, they were of lowest priority with the fundingsources.

In August 1978, the National Endowment for the Artsgranted a request made by the Pinellas County Arts Councilfor a "City Spirit" facilitator. The facilitator talked with
more than fifteen different groups comprising a cros.s=section
of the county. One group included senior citizens. From the
facilitator's report, it was apparent that the Pinellas County
Arts Council needed to move ahead in its efforts to provide
more programming for the aging.

At this point, the Fine Arts Council of Florida (FACF)inquired about our search for funds to provide programmingin this area. After an appraisal of the situation, the FACFmet with Arts Council staff. and representatives of agencies
on aging. In the end, they asked the Arts Council to submit a
position paper on how to design a pilot program in the arts
and aging field. -

The first step in designing this program was to research
the field of arts and aging around she country. Ms. Jackie
Sunderland of the National Center on Arts and Aging was the
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first resource. Ms. Sunderland recoMmended two books:
Copas and Arts and the Aging / An Agenda For Action.
From these two resources, I acquired a feel for the mood of
the nation with regarkto arts and aging programs.

During my research, I requested from Representative
C. W. "BM" Young of Pinellas County any information on
aging programs that dealt with arts in the nation. His infor-
mation packet gave me insight into the mood of the Congress
concerning the aging. The information also provided valuable
documentary statistics for constructing the proposal.

I then examined more closely the fences submitted by
the two Pinellas County Arts Council artists. The visual
artist stated that the people she worked with were more
interested in "doing" than hi structured learning. The poet
felt that response was more positive in a group situation than
on a one-to-one basis. Both artists felt that many people went
unreached because they (the artists)* did not have the time to
touch everyone. Their concern was in coming up with a pro=
gram that would initiate response from all participants. So,
my first task in designing the proposal was to develop a pro-
gram that world not predetermine what was to take place in
specific sessions. If people were interested in- drama and were
offered *a poet, then-money would be wasted. It became clear
to me that deciding on what-types of arts programs people
should receive was not a realistic approach. Rather, I wanted
to design a program in which the people would decide whe$
would take place. The program would require an inbred flexi-
bility in order to satisfy the people's desires.

The final problem in writing the proposal was Jaking into
account the continuation of the program. The actual writinl
of the proposal. did not guarantee that' the program would be
refunded, only that it would end on June 30, 1979A rea-
-lized the program would be ,useless if it were started with
no concern given to its conclusion. I wanted,' therefore, to
continue the program even if the artists were no longer at the
sites. My chief complaint about many grant progianis is that
the administering agency Often fails to worry as" sufficiently
about the . end of a program as it does about the program per
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petuatting. My concern. was to end the program in such a way
that it could be continued by its participants.

Consequently, I knew I wanted to design a program in
whidh the participants would take part in the programming
decisions, the artists would be flexible enough to work with-
in any disciplines and the participants would determine the
continuation of the program.

After finalizing these goals, the Arts Council met with
representatives from Neighborly Center, Inc., to discuss pos-
sible sites for the program. Neighborly Center, Inc. directs
the nutrition program for Pinellas County tinder the Older
Americans Act of 1973: The nutrition program provides one
hot meal per day for people sixty years of age or older. This
meal often constitutes the social activity of the day for many
of these individuals. They sit and talk or listen to a scheduled
lecturer: Neighborly Center, Inc. became very interested in
the concept of a continuing program at its sites. The sites in-"
eluded church recreation halls and community centers; in
short, places where patticipants could be served their meals.
Neighborly Center, Inc.'s enthusiasm for the program re=
suited from previous efforts to motivate people into trying
constructive activities. Neighborly Center, Inc. agreed to
make available all of its resources in order to make the
program work.

After this information gathering period, the position
paper was completed and sent to the Fine Arts CAJuncil of
Florida.-

POSITION PAPER ONARTS'ROLE IN TILE
AGING FIELD LV PINELLAS COUNTY, FLORIDA

In the past five years, five major programs involving arts
and aging have been initiated in the Un'ited States. Of these
programs, none originated in Florida. Considering that.
Florida ranks fourth in states with a major Population of
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citizens 55 years or older, major arts projramming in the
field of aging has been drastically overlooked.

The elderly, 55 years or older, constitute more than 50
percent of Pinellas County's residents. This places Phiellas
County foremost in Florida with respect to density of elderi
population. At present, the Pinellas County Arts Council
adthinisters an aging program in cooperation with the !Ater-
faith Coalition on Aging. The program, as successful as t is,
does not carry the intensity to influence funding sources con-
cerned with aging programs.

Studies show that arts pro g is high priority with
senior citizens, if not with 71._le 1 !tireaucracy of the state.
Health and Rehabilitative Services Is_theagency responsible
for establishing priorities for Older Americans Act funds on
the state leveL Locally, the Tampa Bay Regional Planning
Council has attempted to secure funding for arts program-
ming under the Older Americ:ms Act without success.

In order to open up_ new avenues of funding for similar
programs throughout Florida, a change in attitude must
transpire.

The Fine Arts Council of Florida has designated $10,000
to be used in the field of *Ong in their Expansion Arts Pro-
gram. With this $10,000, the Pinellas County Arts Council
would be able to initiate a program similar to the existing
prOgram for the aging. This PrOgranyzhowever, would not
provide the necessary results. First 'gild foremost., a quality
program must be designed with artiste of exceptional abili-
ties. The artists not only must have the Credentials befitting
an artist; they aiso must have the ability to relate to and-

communicate with senior citizens. Therefore, selecting
quality artists will be first:priority:In addition to the artists'
abilities to implement the-program, they must be capable of
documenting each phase of the program: Extensive docu-
mentation is essential. Gtherrarts and aging programs have
chosen to document results-zather than the program itself.
In this proPosed model program, documentation will begin
on day one. During 'this survey period, orientation sessions

15
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for the artists will be arranged to offer insight into the field
of gerontology. These -sessions will provide artists' with expert
advice on what will or will not work with senior citizens (see
Schedule). From the first day, ..sitists will keep a daily log of
their impressions of the program. Periodically, participants
will be surveyed according to their impressions and expecta-
tions of the program. Atter the program has been in opera-
tion, emphasis will be placed on publicizing the activities of
the program via the media. This publicity will not be limited
to Pinellas County. The Fine Arts Council of Florida, Tampa
Bay Regional Planning Council, Center on Arts and Aging,
and National EndoWment for the Arts will assist in giving the -

program state-wide and national impact
Through careful research and investigation, the Pinellas

County Arts Council sees a budget of $28,000 as realistic for
initiating and implementing the program. To acquire the
additional money, the Pinellas County Arts Council seeks to
work in conjunction with the Fine Arts Council of Florida.
The Arts Council is prepared to provide $9,000 in local
matching funds for the program.

The Pinellas County Arts Council reqests that the Fine
Arts Council of Florida. appropriate an additional $9,000 to
the Expansion Arts Program.

At present, Florid t, arts organizations are able to present
programs in the field of aging. However, WithPropodtiori 13
firmly in the public eye, we cannot be content with merely
presenting a program. We must be prepared to justify that
program.

THE MODEL PROJECT

At the Fine Arts Cotmcil of Florida's meeting in October,
1978, the position paper was_approve&The Fine Arti Coun-
cil of Florida asked the Pinellas County Arts Council for a
grant proposal on the arts/aging program in order to
ment the pilot program.

1.716



ARTS AND AGING PROPOSAL

The Pinellas County Arts Council will initiate an eight-
month arts and aging program, designed for use throughout
the State of Florida. Unlike other aging programs, this pro-
grain will specifically emphasize documentation. Also, it will
serve as a comparison/contrast for other arts/aging programs.

The arts/aging program will be developed at three differ-
ent Pinellas County locations, each a congregate dining area.
These facilities are administered by Neighborly Center, Inc.,
an organization e4uipped to transport senior citizens to
specific locations throughout the county. These dining areas
are well-suited as control environments and will serve to illus-
trate similarities and differences in the success of the program.
The program is. scheduled to begin in January, 1979, at which

, time the artists will begin their residencies at the three desig-
nated locations. .

Artists considered for this program will be selected
according to two basic criteria. First, the quality of their
work must be of the highest caliber. SecOnd, they must have
the ability to relate to senior citizens and communicate their
particular art form accordingly. Of the four artists selected,
two will be visual artists (i.e., sculptor, painter, and/or photo!:
grapher), one will be a performing artist (i.e., dancer, theatre
specialist, or musician), and one will be a writer (of prose
and/or poetry). Necessity -dictates that the artists work as a
team within the designated environment: will attend
Orientationiessions to gain insight into the field of geront-
ology: Expert advice will be offered on what will or will not
succeed with senior citizens.

Documentation is an integral part of the program. It will
be accomplished on three levels. Artists will keep a journal of
their progress and experiences; participants will intermit-
tently be asked their impressions of and reactions to the pro-
gram; and media coverage wilrbe utilized.



This .prograin was intended to solve the problems that
were apparent during the reseal-2h. The team approach solved
the problem of being able to reach a large group.

ONE WRITER, ONE PERFORIVIING ARTIST,
TWO VISUAL ARTISTS

To avoid predetermination of activities at the sites, the
disciplines selected had to be diverse enough to afford a
variety of artistic. experiences. It was decided that a writer
was needed to provide the opportunity to communicate
through the written word; a performing artist ihrough. the
spoken -..zord; and visual artists through the unspoken or Un-
written word. Why two visual artists? This may seem to be a
luxury, but a case can be made in light of visual arts and their
vast scope. I tried to present two artists who were ac-
complished in their own right, but who also approached their
work from different viewpoints. This decisiongave program
participants an exciting opportunity to sample the broad
spectrum of visual arts' teOhnicjuesand theories.

. SELECTION OF THE ARTISTS

To find the best artists for the program, the Pinella.s
County Arts Council sent announcements to all Florida sits
councils and arts. centers, and publicized the positions in
major ar-s newspapers. As a result of that publicity, we re-
ceived more than forty applications.

The interview. sessions were divided into two parts. The
first allowed us to evaluate two specific points; namely, the
artist's credentials and expertise in his or her own discipline;
and the artist's flexibility in dealing with the interview situa-
tion.- Because of the nature of the program, the artists
selected would flied to be flexible under varying conditions.
So, with dint in mind, artiste were interviewedon the streets
and in coffee shoPs;4hat is, in any situation that wasiontof
the ordinaw. I then recorded their reactionsandadotalaity
to these situations in my evaluation of theinterview-

Ten artists were called back 'for a second intim:am. -This
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interview was handled "lab* by the executive director of
the Arts Council. It gz- m, a chance to confirm my first
impressions-and provie ..-ititaEsecond opinion as well.

FinsllY, the are, re selected. Considering the
pressures of the progra the ingensitY of working closely
with one another, the wing artists were selected and
ultimately completed program: visual artists, Daisy
Koenig and Karen Tucker; and writer, David Dial.

As is the case with any program that demands intense
planning and dependence on team interaction, it is reason-
able to accept that not all the artists that began the program
would continue to completion. This was the case in the per-
forming arts position. Due to unforseen problems the
performing artist was dismissed and replaced by a second per-
forming artist: Geoff Todd. Geoff is a professional actor
from England who was on hiatus from Florida Studio
Theatre in Sarasota. Re was hired to complete the last two
months of "REVITALIZE!"and is commended for his role
in the program. His energy and outlook brought a new
dimension to the program and served to boost the program
in its final stage.

fr;

a

S
PAW

STATEMENT BY THE ARTIST: .

Throughout my years, I have developed a sensitive awareness to-
ward nature and people, and love to involve myself with both. I have

19
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very strong intuitive feelings and have learned that they cannot be
ignored. I wish to always have a just and impartial feeling toward all
people., as and life in general. Working with the elderly has a
wonderfat experience. I have learned from them, and have received
much jaw-from seeing their faces light up after having created smile-
thing thiw they thought they could never do: There is no age limit in
the creative process; all they need is the chance to create in order to
make their lives more meaningful.

Born August 4,1917, Tampa, Florida.
After the death of her father the spent her formative years with

a grardmother who encouraged her to erpreta herself in a creative way.
Piano study was started in the early teens and a great love of music
developed. She attended Florida Southern College for two years on a
music scholarship, followed by a short sojourn at Florida State Univer-
sity as a psychology major. During WWII she left college for an execn-
tive secretarial position with the American Red Cross, followed by
marriage to a Naval officer and the birth of two children. Afteranother
child and raising _a family, she finally received a BA in Fine Arts (Major,
Painting) from the UniverSity of South Florida, 1963. In 1969, she
received an MTh (Major, Painting, Minor, Art History, 32 hours over
MFA). As Curator in Humanities at the University of South Florida, she
begin teaching painting workshops in.1966 and continued there until
1974. She became an Instructor in Fine Arts at HMsborough Commu-
nity College in 1974, teaching Art History and Painting, and she also
instructed painting classes at Tampa Bay Art Center and Florida Gulf
Coast Art Center. Snce the early 1960's, she has received numerous
awards and has exhibited in many in and national exhibitions,
including the Society of the Four Arts, National Annual Exhibition;
Twenty Florida Atrats, 1973 Miami; Twenty-sever Florida Paintera,
St. Petersburg Museum of Fme Arts, 1_473; Professional Women Artists
of Florida, University of Miami, 3.976,4itc. Her workls represented in
numerous corporate and privateeater:dons, including University of-
South Florida Permanent Collection; General Telephone; Tampa Inter-
national Airport; First Financial Tovier Tampa, etc. GallerY affiliations
are Hodgell-Hartman Galleiy, Sarasota; Galleries International:Winter
Park; Le Moyne Art Foundation, Tallahassee; and others: One-man
shows hive been held at Trend House Gallery, Tampa.Bay AlathCenter,
Artist_ Market Gallery, Clearwater,- Ridge Art Association,. Winter
Haven, Tampa Public Unary, and Thesa_Exhibition, USF. Other acti-
sties include Exhibition Chairman, Tampa_ilay Art Center two years:
Member, ,Board of Directors, Tampa BityArt Center, seven yearig Mem-
ber, Acquisition Committee; at present; tour_ of major galleries in
Europe, 1961 and 19774and tour of Greecnnol Egypt in 1977
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Nothing in my life_ story tells me haw I became a writer. Now the
sources seemed braided and unconscious.. . as visual as &eons but
floating more, hire daylight. Jung could-probably figure it out "Freud, I
bet,--vroiddn't have a clue

My mother displayed a tendency to Clain up on most sub.**s be-
yond the present moment; She read to me out of the Book of Knowl-
edge, and certainly to my mind wawa convincing co-conspirator,
on those few occasions together, in the willful suspension of disbelief.
My father, on the other couch, descended froth a long line of story-
teller& (At least, I think it was a long line: my grandfather, Thomas.
Jefferson Dial, occupied a favored bench hothe:square when he needed
to be in town. He akci-anepped knivea and demolished checker oppo-
nents. _ Before him, I -briar nearly nothing.) My father's -gift, however,
attended elsewhere my siblings,. or became altogether diffuse
among us four, and_ I Oared up the need forcreative telf-expression
quite indirectly and competitively through-sports. My father was a
coach, and my outdoor court became my studio.

They lived, anctligrewop, in the rural country of Southern Mihois,
on a site formerly Occupied by a. one-room school, There were dogs=
both ours and wild --nada horse my brother and I thought was paid
for with our saved-uccsiver dollars. Our .driveway was over a quarter,
mile long; snowbound was not the title of the poem. I was buised
nearly every _day of_ my schooling;_ I practiced basketball -endlessly;
vereing inytelf againi&tilkghosts like ElilLansiell: or Abe Lincolh
theta-was, in short, a. loicactural lore. I began toloveto

I grew up somoinormat college, at:the Great' University izt:the.
Sky: the University of:Illinois. It was there I took lay fait writing
coars es, learning short ration techniques and,ieceiving_ guarded en-
thuds= from Paul Redman and Mark Costello (both fume writers),
and frOm Nuel PharrIkiris (a strange.snd enthralling teacher) _

I gricluatetl. I got a job; I moved. I grew lonely.--To it Ai founder=
ing there was a lot of air in my brain I applied to graduate schools
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and: eventually accepted the acceptance of Bowling Green State Uni-
versity (it's in Ohio).'The end of two years there found-me blowing it
out again, on paper mostly, and I felt eager to leave the Midwest and
venturesome enough to stab Florida's spot on the map. (Ionce heard of
someone saying, "I've lived in seven states, the last three in Florida.")

Before REVITALIZE!, I worked for the City of St. Petersburg
with a bunch of other artists and writers. I collaborated on a full-length
screenplay. (That was a novel for me.) Mostly though, I taught commu-
nity creative writing classes, = peopled almost exclusively by senior
citizens. Buddy Hackett said the average age in St. Pete is "deceased,"
but I don't think so. I began to realize then what seems confirmed by
this present job that the disciplines of daily workinglife common to
the pasts of most all of our retirees are similar (and almost somehow
superior) to those required of artists. (Superior because of engendered
legacy; everyone who was a hard worker still is. Volunteer kitchen
workers at the Neighborly Center, Inc. even dry the sink, while the
artists sometimes kill themselves when they can no longer work)

I know people who are dying. Their doctors say so. Yet they seem
to have aged less than my parents; less, it seems on many days, than me.
Their disciplines; .respective of their generation which look mostly
like politoness and quite formal outward interest . . carriage of their
years hold them green and golden. and a childlike rinsing is beard
from the chains.. They look more composed than many fiction writers
I've seen They sing often.

REVITALIZE! has brought me in contact with probably 200
senior citizens. Some were never hard workers before, and so I. hardly
know them. Many don't write at all, nor read, and a few speak only
Greek. (At least to me.) I work with only one fiction writer. I thought
it was odd, but it isn't; fiction right now is burgeoning and golden. New
techniques by the hand of anyone talented have contributed to the
game more than flair and less a vision-distinct flavor than can easily be
apprehended by those who grew up with Fitzgerald, Wolfe & Woolf. In
most markets, new fiction out-competes old.

So the writing talent goes into poetry, revolutionized .before their
growing up by Whitman et al. Even the idea of non-rhyming seems
easily grasped. Or, there are autobiographies begun, though I don't
know who will finish. I know one man and one woman, at different
sites, who are tall-tales artitts.

Because of the media mixture of mi co-workers, I know also some
very fine painters, and a few actOrs, and at least one dramatic reader.
There are many singers: Since Jordin Park Neighborly Center one day
became transferred into a studio, it has 'no longer seemed like an institu-
tion. For all I care, that could happen'twice more



It is recorded that Lewis Tucker received a pared of land in the
Tampa Ray Area in 1830 as compensation for his participation in the
Seminole Indian wars. Karen L. Tucker, artist, had not been conceived
then, bat great great grandfather Lewis' Indian fighting probably had a
lot to dO with that conception.

I grew up in Tampa and Temple Terrace, Florida, in the 1950's,
with mangrove and cabbage palms as my landsCape. I routed marsh-
mallows on palmetto frond skewers and snickered at the tourists in
their turquoise berninda shoris and flamingo blouses.

My fast run;in with art was at age three when I entered a coloring
contest along with my older enter. I painted everything black. My sister
won a Ginny doll and I didn't, but my parents bought me one They
were worried about me. Growing up, I Was often encouraged to draw. It
was used as a diversion to keep me quiet in church. MY firstly"' COM-
raitanent to art was when I gave up the-clarinet to tale art in high
schooL

After high school, the natural thing to do was to go off to college
and study art. I did. I attended Florida State University hi TaRahassee,
Florida, and was fascinated to learn that there was mare to art_ than
meets the eye. I developed a crush on Robert Ravirhenbing and Jan

an Eyck I could mix equal values with equal intensitY, develop a
_photographic print with a black black value and build an unwarliable
canvas stretcher. I could also epeak liallaN in a pinch. In 1972+ I Valu-
ated and returned to Tampa as an artist in the chic, madcap world of
advertising: After rubbing my Weaves in rubber cement for a few
months, I decided to return to schooL Not being entirely certain of my
commitment, I chose an institution claw at hand. In 1975, I riiceived
my M.A. in Art Rdunition from the University of South Florida and
was ready to by anything. I taught some in .public high schools and
served as an instructor of drawing and design at Hillsborough Coition-
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nity College for a few years. I designed a signase.system for the new
University of South Florida Library, staged exhibits of the State Fair,
and recreated religious murals for Sacred Heart Church. During all of
this, I painted and exhibited my work. At last I began to think of my-
self as an artist.

In 1977, 1978, before becoming involved with :he REVITALIZE!
program, I worked as an artist-in-residence in a community arts pro-
gram in Tarpon Springs, entitled "Tarpon Art Power." As part of the
program, I designed and painted outdoor murals depicting the Greek
and pioneer heritages of the city, and conducted classes and workshops.

My recent paintings and drawings are based on Florida landscape
features. I have carefully examined details of the interviewing shapes
of typical coastal foliage, in an effort to free myself from preconceived
images.

My painting involves_ a taking apart; exploring, examining process
and creates distorted mental and visual experiences caused by its photo-
griPhic conception. Participating in this model program of arts and
aging offers emotional as well as mental stimulation. It has forced my
concentration- as an artist to open up, to react, to feel images and
situations as a whole instead of being trapped in details in my quest of
visual tmderstanding.

The reward .of working in this program has been the experience of
seeing the arts discovered, appreciated, expressed, and questioned. It
has also been the pain of frustration and pressure in coordinating and
discovering the right approaches, activities and goals with the right
people and situations.

JOURNALS

Each artist kept a diary or journal of his or her reactions,
comments, and/or fears regarding the program. It will be-
come apparent while reading this book that each artist saw
the program differently. The journals were Very beneficial to
me as project director. Whenever they were feeling frustrated,
their journals reflected it. If they failed to wife in their
journals, I knew something was troubling them. The journals
gave me a good idea of how the program was developing. The
artists spoke from their own perspective, and each was
unique. As it seemed inappropriate to give the artists a 'for-
mat fortheir journals, I let them write according to their own
style and needs.
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SELECTION OF SITES

Once the program got the go-ahead, I met with Neigh-
_body Center, Inc., to devise a procedure for selecting the
sites. Neighborly Center, Inc. operates twenty-two congregate
dining sites in Pinellas County, and I suspected that a plan
was needed to evaluate these sites. As I was unable to visit
each one as suggested, I eventually visited sixteen. Out of
those sixteen, six sites were selected as possibilities.

Finally, based , _their location in the county, three sites
were chosen. 'Because the Pinellas County Arts Council is a
county-wideorganization, it was critical that the program en-
compass all of Pinellas. The enthusiasm expressed by the site
manager and the space available at each site were also care-
fully considered. Space needed to vary from large to small so
that, in the final evaluation, the ideal physical s_ et-up for the
program could be determined.

The three sites selected were the Jordan Park protect in
St. Petersburg (south Pinellas County), the Clearwater Dining
Program in Clearwater (mid-Pinellas County), and the Tarpon
Springs Tourist Club in Tarpon Springs (north Pinellas
County). All three had.' enthusiastic site managers, and all
three zeied in size and available space. (See the Orientation
and Implementation sections of this book for more on indi-
vidual sites and site managers.)

REVITALIZE!

The name for the program came as a result of-a comment
made by one of the site managers. She told me that I was not
providing arts for the aging, but rather was-initiating, through
the arts, a revitalizing process. ."We da not age anyone here,
we revitalize!" And the name stuck.

It was not until the artists met for the first time that
told them what was going to take place. They were going to
develop programs based on their grouped talents. The were



no rules. They would have a period of time in which to meet
the people and then, they, the artists, would plan programs
that could continue after their departure. Their focus was to
be on arts programming, not Classroom instruction: Activities
would lead to goals. If that goal were a plzy; and vbrious art.
forms were integrated, fine. If the goal were a cookbook
which involved writing, designing, and editing, fine. But the
program needed to center around group projects involving
a number of participants. Through group participation, indi-
vidual skills would develoP.

This was all the mformation I gave the artists. I did not
want to impose my personal goals on them. Yes, I would
keep them on track but, no, I would not interfere with their
creativity.
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SECTION TWO

nurPLEMENTATION AND ORIENTATION

The next two sectic s are divided into two parts. The
artists' point of view of this program will be presented first.
Periodically, I will interrupt their presentatzion to expand
upon their stateniezits;*these interruptions will be in italics.

The artists worked closely on these sections and this is
their collective impression of the program. The artists de-
cided that David Dial, as a professional writer, would be the
natural choice to take their collective thoughts and present
their views. So, even though there is one person speaking, the
reader should understand that the views expressed are those
of all the artists: Karen, Daisy, Geoff, and David,

- Our intention in this section is to show the process. We
are attempting to present an accurate presentation. of "RE-
. VITALIZE!", including the problems and sometimes the
solution.



INTRODUCTION

There was no book like this one to help dictate the
course of our program. The project director held most of the
blueprint in his head; he didn't write much of it down
because he knew it would change. (You could say, ". .

change before the ink had dried," but that image is only good
to use with elderly people, whose memories pre-date Bic
pens.) -

However, if said difector had written said blueprint,
here's what it would have looked like: The Team of Four
Artists goes through an Orientation process, which lasts a
Month; The Team of Four then holds a Planning Session in
which to develop separate programs for Each of the Three
Congregate Dining Sites; Each Separate Program is then Im-
plemented with an Eye toward meeting the Three Adminis-
trative Goals.

The Three Administrative (Overall Program) Goals for
REVITALIZE! were as follows: 1. to establish a program
that could continue at each site after the REVITALIZE! pro-
ject, had ended; 2. to encourage new funding sources to take
an interest in Arts in Aging projects; 3. to produce this book
as a guide for any further projects.

In this introduction, the artists present an accurate de-
scription of the administrative structure of the program. I.
was indeed striving to keep the artists attentive to the pm-
gram and not to the problems inherent to its administration.

I want to point out here that the- artists defined their own
individual goals. Their search for excellende in their perfor-
mances far exceeded any projected goals I could have define
prograinmatically.



ORIENTATION
THE ARTISTS AND THE SITES

The artists and the project director (plus one or two
interested parties), met for two full days with Mr. William
Simpson of the FamilY Counseling Center of Pinellas County.
These sessions took place immediately after the final hiring

. . signing away of rights . . . was executed. In other words,
no one knew each other well, and it was during the orienta-
tion with Mr. Simpson that the artists gained their first im-
pressions of how each regarded the elderly as a minority
group, or how each regarded the challenges and obligations of
the project to be done.

Bill Simpson's experience with elderly people is very
thorough. He has counseled many of that age group from a
wide variety of backgrounds; he has also studied the prob-
lems of senior citizenhood in the tw.mtieth century quite
formally, and will soon receive his Master's degree in geron-
tology from the University of South Florida.

Bill Simpson is also a most patient man currently tied
with 1,4127 others for second place in All-Time Patience (just
behind the echelon of saints).

Orientation sessions occurred as a result of talks with the
Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council. Concern centered
around the artists working within a field that was unfamiliar
to them. Accordingly, I requested that Mr. William Simpson
of the Family Counseling Center conduct gerontology ses-
sions. Ms. Jackie Sunderlandunderlah d-suggested-thateath_session be
videotaped in order to assist La the development of other arts
and aging problems throughout the state.

Consulting with Bill Simpson, I asked that the artists be
informed of the demographic statistics regarding the cging in
Pinellas County so that they could better comprehend the
program's added importance for the county. Bill went on to
design sessions that would make the artists aware of their
own stereotyped image of older people and would encourage



the artists Mi develop an alternate attitude. These sessions
were scheduled for the first two days the artiste worked and
allowed them time to develop a group identity. This was an
important aspect of the program. When artists are to work as
closely as these did; they need to define their roles at the out-
set. Process began in the gerontology sessions and continued
throughout the orientation :period.

It is interesting to note -bz the next paragraph that the
artists use four different terms to describe the program'spar-
ticipants. This brings out one of the rust problems we faced
in the program. Senior citizens, elderly, old-age, or aging all
seemed somewhat condescending and excessive labels to use.
When asked which label was correct, Bill Simpson could offer
no pat answer. "Whatever feels comfortable to you," he
added. This was very disconcerting until we started to work
with the people Rather than 'senior citizens' or the elderly,'
they became Ruth, Anne Hank, or Mrs. Ray. It was apparent
that people 60 years of age and older could no r r _re be
stereotyped than people who are 35.

These two main attributes experience, and patience
began to seem connubial as the sessions went on. Mr. Simp-
son led the artists through discussions of theories on aging

.and_ their applications to people we might encounter; he
asked for cur impressions- of elderly people as a group, and
countered with some material that indicated how- elderly
people comidered themselves; he encouraged each of us to
recall his town experiences with senior citizens, and joined
those discussionS from his professional perspective. He gave
out facts or. common medical problenis and their accom-
panying psychological strain, led us through role playing
exercises (which were not embarrassing), and gave fairly total
exposure to the substance and myth of old-age stereotypes.

The lesson seemed always to be that these people were
individuals, and a way could be found to communicate with
any of them, given sufficient patience on our parts. And none
of us doubted this lesson. Even though we probably had not



doubted ,it before;-the- sessions with Bill Simpson- seemed to
act as :3.1mi for our group to see tiiro-u-gh-to -the future, and

wilt we saw was that a thoroUgh:going, patient
approach might help us to focus on the individuals we were
to work with, without obstruction from any blinders we may
have picked up from some life somewhere.

The sum of what we learned is that the older a person
gets, the more major adjustments he must make . . . as he
retires, continues to lose physical abilities, begins to lose
friends and perhaps loses his spouse . . . until his self-image
can suffer greatly. Then he is prey to stereotyping, believing

even passionately that he is incapable when he is not
The participation of such- a person in an arts project

should provide him a clearer mirror..
Orientation continued less formally over the course of

four weeks. During that first month, the artists visited each
site regularly, gaining faces and personalities to substitute_for-
Mr. Simpson's data and case studies. Introductions were
made, and there emerged a pretty clear overview of opera=
lions at the sites. There were_many similarities among the
three, even though they were scattered from top to bottom
in the county.

-

The main obeervation we made proved also to be one of
our chief (scheduling) frustrations throughout the course of
the project: most of the people arrived at the site near the
time of the meal, and nearly everyone left soon after eating.
There was very little time left in between in_which to work.
Planning art activities for any site would always be difficult,
then, because the clientele was too numerous for us to work
continually with the v tole group, yet attendance was too
bunched around the meal for us to establish useful small
group identity.

SCHEDULING

Scheduling turned .out to be the most frustrating aspect
of the program. First, the artists were confronted with a very



short period of time in which to complete the program. Then
there were three sites. The initial schedule, therefore, was
based on the idea of visiting each site the same number of
times per week. However, three sites and five days did not
divide equally. With that in mind, I saw that there were only
two times in the day that participants could take part in the
program before and after lunch. So I had ten work sessions
to deal with instead of five. The first schedule, then, looked
like this:

Monday 'morning Tarpon- Springs
/afternoon Clearwater

Tuesday 'morning St Petersburg
'afternoon Clearwater

Wednesday/morning Tarpon Springs
/afternoon Tarpon Springs

Thursday 'morning St. Petersburg
/afternoon Clearwater

Friday 'morning St. Petersburg
. /afternoon planning session

It was anticipated that this schedule would suit our needs.
However; after a week and a half, two problems arose:

1. On no day were we at- Clearwater in the morning.
Since everyone left after lunch, morning seemed to be the
best time.

2. The driving distance between sites in a single day was
so much that by the time the artists arrived, the participants
had left.

Taking these considerations into account, a second
schedule was devised:

Monday/morning Tarpon Springs
'afternoon Clearwater

Tuesday /morning Clearwater
/afternoon Clearwater

Wednesday 'morning Tarpon Springs
/afternoon Tarpon Springs

Thursday /morning St. Petersburg
'afternoon Clearwater
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Friday 'morning St. Petersburg
laftanoon planning session

When this schedule was implemented, .the artists began to
develop a following. People looked forward to their next
visit. The afternoon sessions continued to pose problem.%
except at Tarpon Springs. _There, the artists' all-day session
on Wednesdays encouraged participants to remain after the
meal. It became obvious that if the artists were able to spend
an entire day at each site they would develop the kind of
following they had at Tarpon Springs. However, the frame-
work of three sites and five days presented .logistical prob-
lems. Finally; it occurred to me to think in terms of three-
week scheduling instead of one week at a time The program
could then accommodate an entire day at each site An added
plus was. that the artists could spend two consecutive days at
each site. The three=theek 'schedule lc,ked like this:

FIRST WEEK:
Monday Tarpon Springs
Tuesday Tarpon Springs
Wednesday St. Petersburg
Thursday St. Petersburg
Friday Clearwater

SECOND WEEK:
Monday Marwater
Tuesday Clearwater
Wednesday Tarpon Springs
Thursday - Tarpon Springs
Friday St. Peter3burg

THIRD WEEK:
Monday St. Petersburg
Tuesday St. Petersburg
Wednesday Clearwater
Thursday aearwater
Friday Tarpon Springs



This schedule proved to be ideal. It gave the artists the oppor-
tunity to stimulate interest in the morning and to develop a
carry-over activity into the afternoon. Another advarttage was
that the artists could develop successive tiga-day programs in-
stead of having to cope with a break between activities. The
only drawback was that program participants often had a
difficult time distinguishing between week one, week two,
and week three. When site managers began posting a week-to- -

week schedule of site visits, the problem was alleviated.
Near the end of the program; I initiated one final change

in the schedule. It involved studio days. Once a week, each"
artist was given c studio day in which to work on individual
projects. The program had intensified to a point. where the
artists had no time to pursue their own work. Studio days
allowed them that time and provided a refreshing. pause in
the week's programming.

Space provided a similar obstacle to planning. The Jordan
Park and Tarpon Springs sites are both large, barnlike facili-
ties. Each has a piand, several rows of tableS, at least eighty
dinners per day, and horrible acoustics. The Clearwater site is
much smaller, but the dining room walls there not only hold
the noise, but serve to amplify it until, after five minutes, it
seems to build echoes in the innermost brain cells. Thank-
fully; there is no piano at Clearwater.

During the first month, the noise did not distract us as
much as it often did later, because we most often worked
with the whole group, wanting everyone to get used to us
instead of holding or continuing marathon,converse: as with
the neighbors. At Jordan Park and Tarpon, there were p.a.
systems, and we used the microphones to command attention
(at the start); much like any other formal program on the
schedule.

We would announce an activity one line of a poem per
person, one image each for a group mural, once or twice the
outline of a dramatic situation in which movement was cen-
tral and then we'd disperse among the tables to encourage
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volunteers. Even those who didn't participate, or did so mini-
mally, were usually quiet to see what got done.

napon Springs differed from Jordan Park in one other
respect At the Tarpon Springs site, there was a raised stage
which lent itself well to theatrical productions. At the Jordan
Park site, most performing arts activities took place around a
piano. The point being the layout of the sites was not
identiCal.

What 'got done was impermanent and imperfect. We had
no clear goal to try to build toward. We were often bumped
from our time by a previciusly engaged spealaer or program.
(Each site gets a nutrition lecture once a week. Attendance is
required for all present. One week our group heard the pros
end cons of tuna fish three times.)

Given time and space limitatiOns and a schedule which at
first included an hour a day on U.S. 19, our activities bore
little resemblance to any type of classroom teaching. The
activities of the first month were mainly trial, so that we
could generally assess capabilities and, more importantly,
establish communication. We kept telling the people we
would be back.

NO PRESCRIBED GOAL I
CLASSROOM TEACHING

In these two paragraphs, the artists address two im-
portant points. During the program's orientation period,
according to the artists, no clear artistic goal was established.
However, I knew from my own research in this field that the
immediate goal for the artists was to become acquainted with
the people. Taking the participants' point of view, four artists

strange to them were entering their lives to provide pro-



grams of which they (the participants) were somewhat unsure.
Naturalb,, they were cautious.. What the artists had to do was
gradually become a part of the participants' rivet The geront-
ology workshop had taught us that although olderpeople are
open to change; they are cautious about it. So, in that four-
to sb:-week period, all I asked of the artists was to get to
know the people., not as elderly, but as John and Mary.

The second point involved a persistent disagreement in
philosophy. Most of the artists' experiences prior to the pro-
gram centered around the classmom, either in a school en-
vironment or at a community center. But REVITALIZE! was
not designed to take the classroom approach. In a clasroom
atmoiphere, it is the people who take the initiative and want
to learn more about writing, Painting, or drawing. This was
not the case with this program. In some instances, the people
had never written or painted before, and the artists had to
Motivate them to do so. Why take this appmach? It is fairly
obvious that art can have a certain impact on those people
who have experienced it through high school or college. My
belief is that if art is to have a fuller impact; it must be
directed at those people who question their- interest in art
because they ;me never formally experienced it. So, my
approach involved arts programming rather than classroom
instruction. In that way, people could experience art and
learn for themselves whether or not they were interested.

As we came again and again, we noticed more similarities.
Each site was led by a site manager a professional who was
not herself (in all three: cases) a senior citizen. Each site
manager presided over a site council, which was made up of
seniors who met, usually monthly, to discuss any grievance,
special planning, and routine site business. Among the coun=
ell Members were many natural leaders who later helped us
early out our programs.

()the similarities existed, but the most striking one was
that in each group we quite early found individuals who too-
cinated us with their experiences, talent, or willingness to try
something new.



Dissimilarities were equally abundant. Built-in, even.
Jordan Park in St. Petersburg is an all-black center, on the
edge of a housing prNect. across the street from an interstate
building project, in the middle of a desolate neighborhood.
There is a small park behind the building, but it is filled with
broken glass .. . very few children. There was a strong
interest in Gospel music, generally low-level reading and writ-
ing skills, and a more rampant sedentaryisni than at either of
the other sites.

Our site in Clearwater was called the Clearwater Dining
Program. The people there were generally the youngest,
healthiest, and most middle class of any of our groups. They
were also the busiest, with most driving their own cars in-"N.-
stead of taldng the van .And most driving off to bridg6 clubs
or to Pennsylvania right after lunch. They met at the site, but
they seemed alsc: to meet anywhere else in town. For some of
our team; this group reminded us the most of our parents.
They met at the site, but they seemed also to meet anywhere

Tarpon Springs, Florida, is thoroughly flavored in Greek.
Possibly a third of the clientele at the neighborly center there
were Greek: several spoke Greek only and almost all of that
group had been immigrants. Another sub-group was black
(also Gospel-oriented), and the last was a grab bag of mostly
Northerners settled later in Tarpon. A real melting pot,
which seemed quite well blended in spirit. The building sits
between two bayous, among oaks older than the people . . . .
Inside is a stage, and outside a, bandshell, which did later
provide relief from the noise.

So, in the first month, we were oriented. Some things _

were alike and some were different, at the sites. We liked
getting to know these people that Bill Simpson had pointed
us toward. . . But we were also getting itchy to try some
thing more ambitious, i.e., something more organized. So we
had a planning session.
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PLANNING
PPE ARTISTS AND THE SITES

The main goal of the planning session was to develop a
separate project for each site. The phase for implementing
those projects was to stretch over the next sixteen weeks, so
it was clearly important to build in the possibility of adjust.
ment to each one. We planned, based on what we knew about
the character and characters of each site; since we would
learn more still as we went, we also tried not to structure any
program too rigidly.

A note on the session itself: it lasted two days. This may
seem short, but at the time it seemed like an °Neill night.
Very few suggestions were either unanimous in appeal or im-
mediate in acceptance. Whether it was a fair hearing of all
possible approaches or not, decisions finally had to be made.
There was some strain. This must be the nature of four differ-
ent artists from quite different media sitting down together
over something important.

Here the artists make comment on the major planning
session, the session that set forth key programmatic ideas and
their systematic implementation. What they neglect to men-
tion are the weekly planning sessions that led up to. i:ize major
session. At the end of each week, the artists met with me to
discuss the week's events. From an administrative standpoint,
this allowed the artists to relieve certain frustrations and an-
xieties. Also, it conditioned the artists regarding their daily
evaluation of the program. At each planning session, the next
week's activities were laid out. Based on specific information .

such as "they're not interested in writing because ,they can-
not read," activities could .be planned accordingly, If an
activity worked, then the next week's objective would be to
explore another area to see if the interest was there as well.
Each week, the artists and I knew exactly what activity was
to be developed and the rationale behind it. So, with this'
planning background, we arrived at the major. planning
session.
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The artists speak of the major planning session as being
an ()Neill night; it was just that. Prior to the session, the
artists were asked to answer three questions on paper and to
bring them along., The three questions were: 1) from your
viewpoint as an individual artist and based on your knowl-
edge of the people at each site, what activity would you like
to see take place at Johlan Path, tarpon Springs, and Clear-

recognizing the work of the other artists, what activity would
you plan for each site? 3) Finally, what activity would you
not plan for each site?

The artists realized that the activities in question were the
goals of the program and that these goals were to be con-
tinued after the artists' left. The reason why the session be-
came an °Weill night was due in part to the indecision of
one artist as opposed to the dogmatic zeal of another. In this
type of decision-making, all views must be, nsidered before
a final decision can be made. Periodically, however, ! had to
interject so as to keep the artists from going too far
There also was a tendencY for personality conflicts to surface.
That is when administratively, the artists have to rely on
their professionalism.

When the session finally broke after two days, goals had
been discussed and the artists felt a renewed sense of pur-
pose. But, back to the artists . . . .

What was finally decided upon varied considerably for
the three sites. Jordan Park, with its oppressive surroundings,
was deemed a good spot for an environmental project. This
meant .mostly murals, but also included ',amen, a poetry
mural, and construction (if there was time) of a-quiet/study
space that would help after our group had pulled out (An
outdoors sculpture project later was scrapped because of time
limitation and vandalism in the neighborhood.)

Three masonite murals were proposed = each to be
mounted_side_byside on_theiong_endof the room-above-the
speaker's platform. Like church art. The images would all
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come from the participants. Help would be prOvided in
color choice, placement and size, technique, etc. just as it
was needed. In; other words, the substguice of each mural
should not be predetermined. The paper mural the people
had already done was quite successful, in a primitive, power-
ful way, and it was interesting that this goal was the easiest to
agree about during the planning.

For Tarpon Springs, there.sprung various suggestions, No
one felt quite sure how to overcome the language problem,
though we all wished to: A Greek play, such as an ancient
tragedy, was proposed. But we felt there was already a sub-
stantial Hellenic arts program in the community, and didn't
want to duplicate that emphasis so purposefully. Also, Greek
plays are extremely demanding for the most accomplished
actors. . . . We left it that drama should come into the pro-
posal for Tarpon; but that the main direction' would be
different.

----There-was-also-a-duplication-ppablem-with-munds. The
site already displayed a variety of disparate art works on the
walls, and the town had been painted, literally here and
there by a previous year's arts group.

Ultimately; it seemed as if the Tarpon clientele, with its
ethnic diversity, would be well captured by an oral history
project. Now, "oral history" can mean different thiap to
different people, just as "history" can. A subjective/objective
problem. For us, oral "history" was the same aa oral
"reminiscence," and we decided to tape record various parti-
cipants to find out about their backgrounds, get them to tell
stories, etc. In short, their lives would provide subject matter
for a variety of group and individual projects, ranging
areas of our expertise. /here could be poetry and prose of an
autobiographical nature. There could be paintings done of
landscapes or still lives that reflected something of the
painters' lives. There could be dramatic enactments of events
recalled from experience.

There would be an art festival or fair late in june, near:
the end of REVITALIZE 'a tenure, to showcase all this work.
Other neighborly centers would be invited to enter their
artists' works, as well as to vie*, what we presented.
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What we knew about the Clearwater site led us to belieVe
that the production of a play would succeed there. The parti-
cipants were both literate and outgoing, to judge by the
gaggle of continuous- conversation. Some had even had
theatre experience and alinost all had seen plays.. If there was
to be a problem of commitment in competition with the
bridge clubs, etc., that would be a problem to :overcome no
matter wha the project. Also, a play bro-ught in each of our
three areas: drama, of course; writing, for it was to be an
original script; and visual arts, to help set and costume design.'
We agreed finally we'd try a play. In addition, there was
provision made for a mural to be worked in when time per
mitted and the theme of the play had been determined, since
the walls were bare, white, and smooth. Images from the
script could be represented thus, both dramatically and
visually.

The play was to premiere at the. Tarpon Springs Art Fair.
What we hoped to 'leave beFind" was determined in

some way by the nature of these three separate propoSals. At
Jordan Park, the actual, palpable work would be left, as well
as a space and the start of materials to produce more visuals.
At Tarpon Springs, we would help plan and execute the First
Annual Neighborly Center Inc. Arts Fair; we hoped to leave
the seed for the Second. And at Clearwater, we hoped that
working through all phases of a drama production would
spawn interest in doing more plays, i.e., a repertory company
of either original or published plays.

We were exhausted from planning, but eager to imple-
ment, through sixteen uncertain weeks ahead.

THE BEGINNING OF IMPLEMENTATION

We had the plan for each of the sites. We needed some
logistical adjustments to help us carry them out.

There were always more ideas for each _site than we had
time to carry through. Even -after the planning session. For
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example, the exercise activity that we occasionally offered at
Jordan Park couldn't begin until after the first van-load had
arrived. And since the people there were much troubled
generally by their limbs and joints, this activity wasn't effec-
tive unless extensive. The trouble was, by the time the exer-
cising was over, there was precious little time left to paint
before lunch.

It was decided that all activities at all sites must pertain
to 'accomplishing the main goal, and to help achieve this
organization, a person (or persons) was designated continuity
leader at each place to ensure more efficient 'time use: _the
two painters shared this role alternately at Jordan Park; the
writer was 'responsible for dr 'Ailing activities at Tarpon
Springs; and at Clearwater, tne drama person coordinated
the schedule.

CONTINUITY LEADERS

This concept worked exceptionally well. The artists were
aware of their individual responsibilities and knew the site for
which they were answerable. This provided an atmosphere
conducive to working as a group. Overall, it set up lines of
communication that worked.

After we worked out the schedule, we still needed short,
weekly planning sessions to use up any leftover steam. They
were usually called for Friday, and held at the site we
happened to be when the work was finished there. The pro-
ject director had two questions:for each of us, concerning the
site of our charge: 1) Is your site progressing toward its goal?
2) What is gonna happen next week?

PLANNING SESSIONS

The artists' explanation of the planning sessions is quite
accurate. In the beginning, they were intended to keep the
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artists on track; in the end, they let me know that everything
was being accomplished. But then they explain it all very
well . . . .

Either surprisingly or not, depending on your view of
; : . .7. ; -. ; :

cussion. Question No. 2 could 'seldom tie answered by the
continuity leader without reference to the ideas of the others.
I think this was especially true, during the beginning of im-
plementation, for later the volume of work left to be accom-
plished seemed to produce quick consensus of who was to do
what and where the why was already clear).

We didn't immediately announce the goals we had set.
We 'weren't sure they were entirely workable. In all aspects,
because-we had only spent a few weeks with the people and
did not have any true measure of atypical, productive session,
it was like planting a crop without knowing when harvest
time would come. It was still winter season on the Suncoast,
and we did not Imow how many might go back North in a
few weeks:- (Quite a few did from Clearwater and Tarpon
Springs. Nobody left Jordan Park.)

Nobody really needed to know the goals yet, we decided,
until there had been enough progress for everyone to see
through to the end. And to a certain extent, just having the
team. of artists concentrated on the same goal, seemed to
tone the site activities with a more productive atmosphere.
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SECTION THREE

IMPLEMENTATION SITE-BY-SITE .

In the neat lection,_the artists describe what occur!-in
the-piogiaM.at the sites. My views are.again in italics. I have
tried to saw as little as possible and have only interrupted
when I felt it was necessary.

The artists decided that David should continue to relate
their collective thoughts, but they have included excerpts
from their own journals to illustrate feelings during the pro-
gram. Although the reader has met the artists through. David,
the reader now has the opportunity to meet them from their
own writings.



TARPON SPRINGS

A painting class developed early on. People had-partici-
pated in various activities, during orientation, and several
participants wanted to paint regularly. At first, they would
stay in the ifternoon after the tables had been cleared.
During implementation, they began coming in early to paint
during the first hour aefore the van-loads arrived.

There were two general types: those who had painted
before or who had felt a long-time interest, and those who
had experienced it for the.first time and were surprised at the
appeal_ A core grJup of five artists, including some of both of
these types, emerged as leaders.

The development of oral histories at this site came as a
result of participants being more vocal in their reactions to
the artists. Oralhistories, or personal remembrances, served
as e good jumping-aff point for a number of artistic ccperi-
ences. Whether it was a painting or a dramatic piece recalling
a slice of a person's life, these activities did not s_ imply
happen, they developed.

The continuity artist for this rte we: the writer. When
they speak of the goal as being an all-day fair, they are im=
Plying that this was the method the artists chose to spot-
light the oral histories program. At first the plan was to show-
case only the Tarpon Springs site, but in the end, all the
Neighborly Center, Inc. sites were included.

At this time, certain factors unique to the site.skould be
:.mentioned. The site manager at Tarpon Springs had the
wherewithol to let the artists develop the program in their
own way. When support was needed, the site marrager pro-
vided it. In short, the entiussiasm on the part of .the Site
manager at Tarfren Springs contributed significantly to the
success of the program at that site. (Each site manager should,
in fact, realize that without his or her active involvement, the
program is apt to fail.)

4,9
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The Tarp,:n Springs site was selected because it met a-
number of the required criteria. Program development there
was as slow as it was at all of the site& In the last two months,
however, activities progressed at an incredible speed. Energy
began to flow sip freely that sometimes we just had to stop
and watch because somebody else was doing what we had
assumed was our job.

JOURNAL ENTRY, KAREN TUCKER,
February 28, 1979

Although we have about six other people who take part in the art
class ictivities, I think five have become the leaders. They already
seem to be thinking of themselves as "the artists" and even try to
recruit other participants. They are beginning to communicate with
one another about their work, and it is becoming more of a solid
group always meeting in the same area, same time.

The art classes at the beginning were general in concept
but developed quickly into activities which related to our
direction of j_kersonal histories. This approach was general
enough to allow variety but restrictive enough to easily bring
forth images. One woman, for instance, joined the art class
near the middle of the program. She usually spent her waiting
time before lunch, playing dominoes or amusing everyone
with tall tales, occasionally sneaking outside for a smoke. The
opportunity to relate her sordid, joYoui life on the stock-car
circuit and learn to paint; too, was a boon to her. We hardly
ever saw her without paintbrush in hand after that.

Some of the painters wanted to do the other arts as well.
Many of the rest of the group wanted to do something, either
because they wanted to help us get participation, or because
they felt at least a vague intrigue for creative work. The,goal
was a Fair; the method, for. those uncommitted, was to be
Oral History. We wanted to interview as many people as
possible, to learn their backgrounds and to hear their ways of .

description and account. Projects for individuals or small
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groups would follow; with content to be based on life ex-
perience.

It took about four weeks to do the interviewing. This
may have been too long. At leait, it began to seem too cagey

that it was preliminary to art and that art would not neces--
sarily be a natural Product of this process. We were disturbed
that we were putting off the hardest part of the job the
motivation to concentrate = whilst visiting.

On the other hand, the interviewing was rewarding in two
ways. In the course of traveling through life imaginatively,
people were able to recall many fascinating incidents and
characters. One talked about the shape and coloration of
fruit hangfing in the market in New York, the first day off
the boat . ;the ladies' hairstyles then. One talked about a
hunting trip to Hudson Bay country and returning to civiliza-
tion to encounter mummy-dressed people in protection
against the flu epidemic of 1920. One woman was Jimmy
Carter's nanny in Plains, Georgia-Greek-brides, betrothed
through arrangement of their elders, recounted the first meet-
ings with their husbands. We interviewed people for a half
our to anhour, on the average, and almost all demonstrated

that the details of their experiences were yet provocative of
emotional charge. Quite ii few sang into the tape.

The mutual fascination present in this recall process led
to the second reward: an easy line of communication be=
tween Our team and the participants. The woman who had
been a professional driver did a -series of paintings of her
race car. (Other examples are less exact, but there was a
noticeable rise in receptiveness to our plans.)

Taping and 'painting weren't the only activities. Around
11:30 each session, we would suspend these two and get
groups together-for drama activities, or do poetry projects
with the whole group. .

FmallY, the taping ended. Tnere were many who could be
writers. We approached these separately. Some said they
would and asked for paper. A few would not, or could not
(one man had headaches that lasted a week):

We did not tare about content; but atked for life history
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The idea of the mural was to involve as many people as
possible, especially those not already active in another pro=
ject. And in relative numbers, this was very successful. At
least thi- Ly people spent their energies and concentrationon
at least one corner of the mural: However, much of the main
work was done by painting=class members, and some was
even done by the cast of the playlet. This un-division of labor
was a problem, for one person might be responsible for two
or three main activities the play, part of the mural, an indi-
vidual painting that also had to be done by Fairtinie, or
participation in group singing, which we'd also put into re=
hearsal by this time.

We "solved" this problem by deciding that the playlet
would be rehearsed every day, sometimes twice, for forty=five
minutes to an hour. Everyone in the cast would be required
for that activity. The rest of the round robin would go on a
basis of need: if the central tree-image in the mural needed
work and the surrounding space was free, that artist would
work on the tree_ Someone else might stay out of the mural
in order to work a day on an individual painting. Singing
could be worked in once in every two daYs. If we didn't go
crazy with all these adjustments, it was sometimes amusing to
observe such Renaissance activists- at work.

About five weeks before the Fair date, we fOrmed a com-
mittee to Help with details. There would be"two categories of
participation: studio arts_ and performing arts (no crafts): The
main restriction was that the artist must belong to Neigh-
borly Center, Inc., in Pinellas County, but people from all
such centers would be eligible. We planned a poetry wall for
visual display of poems or short'prose by individual writers.
There would be individual paintings displayed, as well a.slthe
group murals from Tarpon Springs and from Jordan Park.
The banners (from Jordan Park) would fly.

Flying was a problem for outside displaYs. The breeze,in
the park was -a constant in the afternoons, so one detail of
the committee was made responsible' for anchoring visual
displays, and physical set-up in general. Another detail was
assigned publicity and welcoming. One worked on signs, and
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the last worked on entertainment.
Entertainment would be inside, on the stage. We'd have

the singers and the playlet from Tarpon Springs. The fate of
the Clearwater Productkon was not yet determined. For the
rest, . we'd have ito see how many performances would come
froth the other centers. We didn't know for a while.whether
to have two showt or one continuous show that people could
attend at will, in between viewing the visual displays and
taking refreshments:_ Chryse Flowers, site manager for Tarpon,
would be mistress of ceremonies. A big job. 7

June was The Month of finalizing all activities for the Fair
date of the 24th.

JOURNAL ENTRY; DAVID DIAL
June, sometime

Dream, Fair.
It's at the Jai-Alai Fronton!
I get to the Fair late;The people in the andience are uneasy, ex-
pressing some disappointment. The tiers of seats tower above the
stage. There are .a lot of people; fairly well dressed. They move
about as freely as at a baseball game. ,
There's a break in the schedule, and Jai-Alai players warm up to
perform during this intermission. Suddenly, the game's begun, and
splayer_grabs_the_balLsnuntly,Itait=makes-a-wealc-throw . too----
short.
Suddenly trealize it's an old man! .

There's a collective groan at his miss, but no vehemences, so it's
not a betting crowd. He retires to the back amidst shouts of
"Manuel! Manuel!" e

Manua Verro? (doesn't look like him!)
Then equaO'suddenly Ruth has collapsed. She was downstage left,
doing something,:and has fallen over. The ambulance comes and
they"re busy getting her
This is a big event, the show:and it doesn't stop with this tragedy,
nor does all the audience react just the group nearest.
I picture her collapse 2 or-3 tithes, wondering what she was doing
on stage in the firstplace. .

Then I'm backstage I see Chryse from the back, getting mixed ap-
plause and laughter from some 'announcement she's made.She has
on a white tux-and tails, though-her tight bun is un-hatted.
The program's ready to epeat, and I'm anxious to see the play
Aleximdria walks by, sees me, and says something, though her face
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is drawn in concentzation. (She's been on my mind before the
dream .. . her song "Holy Joe" has lasted two days for me by now.)
Then I'm waking up, amid in these visual details. I believe Ruth is
going to be all right There is some strain about the Fair that it
isn't smoother and better but still it's impressive in that so many
people wanted to see it like a dream network of people who care
about the same things.; and about each other in a timeless way.
My only regret is not having been able to dream the play like a
baby being born.

Dream Analysis. Fair.
It seems to me a deeper concern about the program that I've felt
before.

MORE ABOUT TARPON SPRINGS . .

Because of the surroundings and available space at the
Tarpon Springs site, a_ number of activities could take place
simultaneously. While there was singing indoors, painters
could work outdoors under _the trees, and actors could re;
hearse in" the bandshell. SUrrounded with this variety_ of
activities, the -artists continually had to remind themselves
that their goal was providing, each person with the oppor-,
tunity to develop personal remembrances. This was the
thread that held the activities together. As project director,
I was responsible for keeping' the artists in touch with their
goal. Ultimately, it was keeping the activities in tune with the
projected goal that became a Challenge for me.

There was a tendency on the part of the artists to work
more closely with those participants who actively expressed
their interest: :In other words,.= the artists discovered "favor-

. ites' at Tarpon Springs and preferred working exclusively
with them. To discourage this trend, each artist was urged to
participate in activities ihat were unfamiliar to him or her.
For example, when the performing artist began to work ex-
clusively with a few of the participants, she was instructed to
take part in the discussions of oral-histories. This gave her the
opportunity to meet with a wider circle of participants. Some
participants became interested painters because she talked to
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them. More importantly, the performing artist gaMed new in-
sight into the inter-disciplinary fraMework of the program.

CLEARWATER

Things didn't_go so well. By June, our group had pulled
out except that Daisy went back about once a week to initi=
ate and encourage a mural project.

The question had come up dur:ng orientation phase:
Would these people ever adjust theirroutines enough so that
we could count on designated times to work together? We;
also thought they may havea,question of their own: Will this
group of artists 'ever prdpose something interesting enough
that well feel Ince committing ourselves to it?

We announded the goal, a play, fairly early in
materialphase. The' idea was always that the material for

the script was to come from the participants. Their theme,
their scenes, their production. We differed sometimes, and
later often; as to how this original material was to be gotten.
The first performing artist began holding sessions after lunch
with those who said they were interested in some phase of
'Production. This' committee fluctuated in size; because of
almost any reason; but on a couple of occasions, numbered at
least sixteen people.

This was probably late March. We thought we had them.
We thought we should begin the scripting process. The first
performing artist either thought we' had them or didn't; any=
way, she continued to hold afterlynch discussions.

Eventually, mid-A0n1, three theme alternatives emerged;
Any of these could be treated lightly or not, in tone, and
with a variety of approaches. The discussion sessions moved
to the mornings, with the= whole group rather than just the
committee.



Here,. the artists express their frustration with the Clear-
water_site. Assuming a programmatic outlook, they see this
site as being unsuccessful. From an administrative point of
view, however, the program in Clearraater was indeed a
success. One must keep in Mind that REVITALIZEi was a
pilot prognam,, without .precedent_ and without a working
blueprint Hence, the role played by the Clem-water site
should Agure significantly in the program's development.

It became obvious that theartists needed to have the con-.
iidence of the site manager at each site At.Clearwater, how-
ever, the site manager appeared to impede the program from
the start. For example, if the artists wanted to work, with a'
different seating arrangement, they -were informed that the
rules did not; permit the moving of furniture. Yet; at the
other sites, there was no problem in rearranging furniture. If
the artists requested that an announcement be made, the site
manager failed 'to comply. Clearly, the site manager wanted
to be in command and, for the sake of the program, we gave
in to her demands.

At this point, the artists speak of the first performing
artist and their feelingf that she delayed.the program's pro-
gress in positive measures. Whenever the team set out to work
up a plan of action for the Clearwater site, the performing
artist _would demand mare time for valuation. While the
"studio" artists there willing to allow the performing artist -
sufficient time to develop a specific program, audience parti=
cipation was beginning to &bindle. Eventnally; only four
participants remained. It became obviousMal_the performing
artist was spending too much-gime on 'evaluation and re-
evaluation and not enough time on active involvement in the
program. At the same time, I was convinced that it was essen-
tial for each artist to become active& involved in the program
for, it to .be a success. There simply was not enough time to
step back and observe. Predictably, the first performing artist
was replaced with a second performing artist, Geoff Todd.

When Geoff began zioorking, a: number of activities were
already well underway. For instance, the writer's work with
the people had led to a design for a pliry based on partici-



pants' experiences. Geoff tried to -take on this project and
help the people produce the play.

The Clearwater site also proved that to work well, the
program needed plenty of mom.- Considering the number of
people involved at the site, the available- space was compara-
tively kintted and the noise fdctor paned' increasing problems
for the artists.

Then another hesitation came into the proCess. The
theme had been. decided, had been announce& But the next
time thediscUsaions were on again, scripting still delayed, etc.,
until finally; we were back with the list of possible themes.
The committee had shrunk back again.

During tnis time, at this site, our group was at its lowest
morale level. There was never a noise problem anywhere lice
there was at Clearwater. Before the May exodus of migrating
snowbirds, it seemed lace every chair was filled to chirping in
the crowded hall (except 'oddly, now and then, we would
find that over half had flown the coop for a day, including,
umallY, most all our list of potentialplayers).

We tried holding some mciiiing activities in the back
room,' a little' odd space where the food was unpacked and
put in trays, and where there was less noise. 'But the site
manager couldn't make up her mind we couldn't work
there we could no, we couldn't. Back in the main room,
mornings, not many people were stainterested in discussing
theme possibilities. Nearly everybody was interested in dis=
cussing something, the breeze, with their neighbors. There,.
was noise!' We no longer had them == though we continued
to try.

. People started moving back North. A few stayed com-
mitted to -the, play. Two couples. Four people. It was May
Our writers wrote a short play, based on individual contribu-
tions to American History. It had parts for four People. By
the time the second performing artist joined our group; one
couple had .dropped out. We recruited another woman.
Couldn't get another.man. Our writer joined the cast Re-



hearsals were finally going on, mornings mostly, in a new
(unfinished) room where there was at least quiet, even if we

----.aeisolated from the group at large.
.Wben--the-remaining, original couple wavered in

ment, then also gipped out, we had nothing left to go on in
drama. We split. The Far ffi getting near, and much was left
to do at other

The-people at Clearwater' were no less talented than else-
where. Many were just as fascinating to talk with. They were,
rather, as a group, somewhat more hig' hstrung, if that can
describe a group at all.

JOURNAL ENTRY, DAVID DIAL
Some time in April

Play, Clearwater.
Of course, at Clearwater, it can't be encouraging, no matter who or
how long we get to know someone . . . but that's confusing to.-the
emotions because contact with the participants still seems a natural
lead-off to involvement.
In theory, we're right. Getting to know them should be equal to
getting them. Just, we must be more intimidating to these high-
strung people than we think to fail to engage more or art is.

They were such a challenge, and the time lost seemed
such a waste, that Daisy, natUrally, wanted to try a plan of
her own. (We had all wanted at one time or another t6 try a
plan of our own.)

JOURNAL ENTRY,DAISY KOENIG'
No Date

Took canvas to Clearwater site. Talked to the people about a mural.
Surprising response! Maybe the place was too small for four of us
at once. We should have tried it two at a time and rotate. I really
don't think they- knew why we were there or cared! They seem
to care a lot about themselves,
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JORDAN PARK

The mural projects didn't begin immediately and so were
not announced. Instead, a series of activities were set, each
with the idea of increasing visual awareness. Paintings and
drawings were done in response to images of a story or
poem that was read; in response to the participants' recall of
the Jordan Park neighborhood and building; in response to
photographs- of the natural environment and to reprints of
art masterpieces.

Each of these responses was done individually, often re-
. suiting in a new and complete composition. Highlights of

these compositions would later be traced by REVITALIZE!
artists and reprodueed on two of the mural panels. <

would appear, with wy program as expansive as this
progrwn, R.EWTALIZEl, there would be at least one site
that neither the-artists nor the project director would have
disagreements. Jordan Park was that site. Fromm the initial
visit, the people there were cautiousIv receptive.

This in-rio way implies that this-was an easy audience.
They were tough in their questioning. When the participants
and the artists became aCqucanted, the success 'started to
d,evelop.

At Jordan 1:14, one lady was iinpatiently stamping her
foot When the .- rtists arrived five .minutes late, and was dia-
turbed that they might not show up at all. She had become
so active in her painting that she was looking'oohing forward to that
day. The artists were shocked because the never before had

. outwardly Morin her interest in the painting session. Until
that moment, they. Were unaware of the importance the ,

woman placed on the session. Alio, the. woman never had
painted prior to the program:



JOURNAL ENTRY, KAREN TUCKER
April 4, 1979

Mr Risby's drawing today was beautiful. He went outside with me
and decided to draw the building with two bees in front over-
lapping and he was pleased with his new discovery. As he drew
the shapes and painted them in some solids and some dots it
all took on a completely different appearance. David and I decided
he was a true artist. David hoped he would (not really) somehow
spoil the effect and said r`I don't want to be in awe of Mr. Risby."

During the gathering phase of these images, as later while
painting the murals, we would often play music on thehouse
stereo system. We considered the response in paint to these
stimuli (Mozart, Bessie Smith, Spanish guitar music) another
kind of environmental awareness. Even the checker players
quietened noticeably when the niusic was playing.

JOURNAL ENTRY, DAVID DIAL
No Date

Daisy has, brought this revolting Mantovani record. It sounds like
the supermarket Muzak except not aiclinical. I remark that cows
give more milk to' Such music playing.
The remark sits on the table for a minute until' it is deciphered.
They buzz about it a While,. seeming actually much -more conster-
nated that cows would get to hear music of any kink and anyone'd
bother to gloge, it so removed are they from the impacts of
yesearch.

These same people sit around the :Arne mural and recount instances
of seeing spirits of dead People. Common knowledge depends on
where yoti're common to. (For some reason, two worlds work here
in unreasonable harmony?)

People wrote group (composite) poems, on where they
grew up . . . giving a sensory image of the place in one or two
lines .each. They wrote Individual poems about quiet: quiet
times, quiet places, quiet activities. These were usually
'successfid, since something quiet that happens is something
important, requiring concentration. Some. of the "quiet"



poems were 20-30 lines in length, which. was a major com-
position for people unused to writing much ofany kind, and
poetry hardly at alL

The "writing" of poems at Jordan Park, as elsewhere, was
accomplished by. a method devised by New York poet
Kenneth Koch (who has tirorked on poetry projects, both
with children and with clients of nursing homes). The writer
-would announce the topic, giving as illustration a few sample
poems. He would encourage people to be thinking of what
they Wanted to say, in detail. How they wanted to say it.

Then members of our group would go among them with
pad and pencil, ready to takedictation ready to listen for
the first line, and ready to ask for more During this dictation
process, we would continually read hack what we'd recorded
so far, asking if it sounded the way the poet wanted.

JOURNAL ENTRY, DAISY KOENIG
Early June .

David and _I had two days alone at 4Ordan Park David worked
with Mrs. Hammond both days (on her poem); off and on, for she
didn't want to be rushed with her poem about the seashore. (Sheis
a very beautiful woman, 'very aware and sensitive; crippled with
arthritis.) She finally finished her poem and David Copied it overin
a "structured" _form. Held me read it it flowed hire the sea, He
read it to the entire group. They, loved it. I hope he can get to do
others.

Because of time limitation and the visual focus there, we
didn't work with prose writing per se. There were many times,
however, while painting especially, when people told their
early experiences, told Stories of haunts and siiirits, or occa-
sionally told of dreams they'd had Many referred often_ to

. stories froni the Bil:de- And many had heard the folk Wei
that we read- once or twice, and they would tell back other,,,
similar tales. We didn't record or publish any of these stories,
but rather let them :timid as contributions to the working
atniosphere.--
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